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Sapio Geopolitical Division is a division of Sapio Analytics (a government advisory firm that
uses deep research and new age technologies to help governments make the right policies)
focused on geopolitics. It is working closely with bodies of Government of India with a focus
to strengthen India’s relations with various countries in the context of geopolitics. This paper
is the beginning of a series of white papers that look at India’s relations with Asian countries.
The purpose of this paper is to analyse the historical and cultural relations between India and
Cambodia. The relation between these countries brings out their similarities with regards to
culture and way of life, while reflecting on the economic and diasporic aspects of their
relations. Through this deep dive into similarities, we find how the growth of the countries is
dependent on the power of this relationship.
Our past can never be outdated, as it has our existence rooted in it. The following paper on
India-Cambodia should be understood and viewed through this perspective. The paper, through
five parameters, reflects on the aspects that matter, between India-Cambodia’s relations.
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THE RELATIONSHIP ORIGINS
The story of India and Cambodia’s relationship is the story of two countries before they became
countries.
India-Cambodia relations have been established before they became nation-states. There
have been trade and cultural exchanges between the two countries for centuries. Like in India,
the two faiths Hinduism and Buddhism in Cambodia are not water tight compartments, but
rather always had a fluid nature. The faiths have influenced, interacted and coexisted, creating
synergies in the overall culture and way of life of Cambodians.
Today, (Theravāda) Buddhism is the official religion of Cambodia, practiced by around 95%
of the Cambodian population.
The way of life of Cambodians today is a reflection of their origins. One of the biggest strengths
of Cambodia has been its ability to be a global nation with acceptance of various cultures and
a natural affinity towards globalization. Globalization rooted in diversity of cultures, thoughts,
religions, and communities has allowed Cambodia to grow its economy in the past decade.
This diversity and fluidity are what we see in ancient India and its culture too.
A large part of Cambodia’s economy is controlled by agriculture today, and it is moving into
a new world with advent of technology and introduction of new technologies. In this new path
of the growth of Cambodia, its original relationship with India shall also play a major role.
India’s efforts in agriculture in the context of its culture also create opportunities for enhancing
the outputs of agriculture in Cambodia.
The current main industries of modern Cambodia are:
•
•
•

Tourism: Cambodia boasts of some of the greatest culturally and historically significant
sites in the world, created through its strong origins in the ancient Indian culture and
heritage. Its natural beauty further enhances the significance of tourism for its economy.
Garments: Cambodia is a major exporter of garments, particularly to the U.S., and its
globalization is the main driver of the industry.
Construction: Tourism is one of the main reasons for construction becoming a prime
industry in Cambodia.

Hence, we find that India-Cambodia relationship plays a major role in the current success and
potential of future growth for both the countries.
Here are some parameters in India-Cambodia relations that not only establish their relation
more diversely but also provide an insight into the underlining cultural and civilizational
relations these countries had and will continue to have. The paper hopes to put before the reader
a comprehensive understanding of the shared relations between India and Cambodia.
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Picture 2: State visit of PM of the Kingdom of Cambodia to India. 31 January 2018. Embassy
of India, Phnom Penh. Available at: https://embindpp.gov.in/
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RESTORATION PROJECTS
India’s efforts in restoration of Temples, Mosques and Pagodas in southeast Asian countries
can be viewed as ‘blossoming of seeds planted long ago’. These structures stand as a mute
witness to the influence of Indian culture in this region. The restoration work is undertaken by
the ‘Development Partnership Administration’ (DPA IV) under Ministry of External Affairs
and spearheaded by Archeological Survey of India (ASI). The first phase of restoration project
in Cambodia was started in 2004, post the visit of late PM Vajpayee to the country (The New
Indian Express, 2017). It was on the request of Cambodia’s Prime Minister that India has
undertaken the restoration project. According to late PM Vajpayee, the restoration projects
would be a recognition of our common south Asian and Southeast Asian civilizational heritage
(PM’s statement April 11 2002-New Delhi).
‘Angkor Wat’ stands as one of the greatest testimonies, to the Indian cultural legacy in
Cambodia. The eminent archeologist R. Nagaswamy is of the opinion that to understand Indian
culture completely, one must visit Angkor Wat (The Hindu, 2018). It’s not only the biggest
Hindu temple complex but also the largest religious monument in the world. With a distinctive
Khmer architecture, its inspiration is essentially Indian. The ‘Ta Prohm’ and ‘Bayon Temple’
close to Angkor Wat also represent Khmer’s architecture and an overall physical remains of
Southeast Asia’s Hindu past. Currently, India is restoring the ‘Temple of Preah Vihear’ located
in the north, bordering Vietnam (India-Cambodia Bilateral Brief, 2020)

Picture
3:
Matteo
Colombo/Getty
images.
https://www.thoughtco.com/angkor-wat-195182
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Like the rest of Khmer monuments in Cambodia, Praeah Vihear too is a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. It is a temple of Lord Shiva, the Hindu God (UNSECO World Heritage Site
List,2008). Restoration of Preah Vihear by India can be understood by Indian Prime Minister
Shri Narendra Modi’s statement during the inauguration of the ASI’s new building in July
2018. According to him it is important to take pride in our heritage, only if we take pride, we
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will take care of it (Ramabadran,2020). Cambodia’s Khmer architectural monument although
not part of India in a nation-state sense, it is its legacy, and therefore can be understood as a
heritage beyond borders.

Picture 4: Mr. Linh’s Adventures. Available at:
http://www.mrlinhadventure.com/en/cambodia-highlights/northwestern-cambodia/prasatpreah-vihear.aspx
Although a tangible cultural preservation, the indirect intangible aspect of restoration project
can be enormous for the people of Cambodian. Through the restoration, the place has the
potential to reconnect Cambodians with their past, having a lasting impact on collective
conscious of their shared culture, heritage and identity. The plays, music, dance and community
feeling that was part of the Khmer empire can be rekindled after its restoration.
TECHNOLOGY DRIVEN RESTORATION
The vastness of Cambodia’s historical treasures calls for digital restoration with the aid of
modern new age technologies such as artificial intelligence and deep learning.
It’s imperative that major data sets of raw digital data points of all the major historical sites of
Cambodia are created and preserved for perpetuity, because these data points shall form the
basis of Cambodia’s economic growth (owing to tourism, related industries and foreign exports
being the prime mover of its economy). These data points store a treasure of knowledge of the
origins of humans in a way that attracts every culture on the face of the world today.
And its preservation in a manner that it is never destroyed for eternity is a need for Cambodia.
Such preservation can only happen through use of modern techniques for capturing the sites,
including and not limited to LIDAR and photogrammetry, followed by their restoration and
revisualization in a manner that does to the cultures from where they originate. Such restoration
is a function of digital efforts by technologists, innovations by deep learning scientists, and
expertise of knowledge by art historians and culture conservationists.
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From the context of India, a simple example of the reliefs on the galleries of the central structure
of Angkor Wat shows the importance of the structures in Angkor Wat, for every person of
Indian origin in the world. Annexure A explains some of the relief arts as an example showing
the connections of Indian culture and heritage to Cambodia, thus establishing a bond that needs
to be preserved for eternity.
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CULTURAL SYMBOLS

Picture 5: National Flag of Cambodia and India. Available at: https://www.un.org/aboutus/member-states
India and Cambodia had cultural and civilizational relations with each other before European
colonizers came to their shore and consequently became nation-states. Today the majority faith
in Cambodia and India is Buddhism and Hinduism respectively. Yet their political symbols
have a cultural and civilizational underpinning to it. Cambodia is the only country in the world
to depict ruin on its flag (Asia Society). The structure in the center of Cambodian flag
represents ‘Angkor’. Angkor is a crucial component of Cambodian identity and happens to the
world’s biggest Hindu temple complex. It is believed to have been built around the 12th century
by King Suryavarma II of Khmer Empire.
On the other hand, Indian flag at its center has a blue wheel referred to as ‘Ashoka Chakra’.
King Ashoka was the pioneer of spread of Buddhism beyond Indian subcontinent especially in
south and southeast Asia (Voss,2016). He built pillars to showcase the spread of Buddhism in
that region. On top of each pillar where four lions mounted back-to-back on a disc with a
galloping horse, a bullock on the sides and Ashoka Chakra in the center. This is India’s national
emblem since independence. It also features on Indian state stationary. The Ashoka Chakra has
a Buddhist underpinning to it. Thus, although Hinduism in Cambodia and Buddhism in India
are minority faiths, the cultural, historic and civilizational links are visible in their respective
nation-state today.
Literature
The Tamil text ‘Tirukkural’ strongly influences Tamil life and culture. It talks about
compassion for all individuals regardless of caste or creed. Its 1330 sections are divided into
three books: ‘Aram’ (virtue), ‘Porul’ (government and society), and ‘Kamam’ (love). This
sacred text will be translated in Khmer, Cambodia’s official language and will be part of
Cambodian school curriculum. It was Cambodian representatives in July 2019, who announced
such a venture when they were in Tamil Nadu. This initiative in the long run provides many
future Cambodians an understanding of Tamil literature and culture. It can have an impact on
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their collective understanding. The Angkor Tamil Sangam and the Pannattu Tamilar Naduvam
along with Cambodian Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts have also announced that they will
unveil the statues of Tamil King Rajendra Chola and Khmer king Suryavarman I in Cambodia
in 2022 (Centre for Soft Power,2019). Statues are a symbolic representation of history,
publicly. They stand more than mere objects, but depiction of what is to be remembered from
the past. King Rajendra Chola and Khmer King Suryavarman I statue thus are a part of history
that Cambodia chooses to remember.
Ramayana
Ramayana, an ancient Indian epic, is an important thread culturally binding India Cambodia.
Raemker is the Cambodian representation of Ramayana, which has a different name, version,
and form all of which trace their origins to Ramayana from India. It is a combination of local
culture with Hindu mythology. This diverse nature of Ramayana lies in the non-rigidity of
Hindu cultural transmissions (like Buddhism), which guaranteed its survival over centuries
(Sengupta,2017). A significant amount of Hindu culture became part of southeast Asia through
Ramayana, and other traditions giving rise to the phenomenon referred by George Codes
as, ‘Hinduized state of south east Asia’ (Briggs,1984).
Ramayana in different forms and version in southeast Asian countries is a testimony to the
peaceful non-violent Hindu cultural exchanges between India and southeast Asia. Although
not a dominant faith in Cambodia, Hinduism remains a cultural undercurrent in the country,
just like Buddhism is in India. This can be seen through various cultural traditions, and symbols
in the region. Therefore, although a Buddhist majority country, Hindu traditions and customs
form part of their cultural lifestyle in Cambodia.
History
The legend has it that a Brahmin, ‘Kaundiniya’ from southern India travelled to southeast Asia.
During his travel he married Queen Soma from Cambodia who was the ruling Naga Queen.
Their union gave birth to the Khmer (Deccan Herald,2019). At the height of the Khmer empire,
its spread was in the areas of current day Cambodia, Thailand and parts of Vietnam and Laos.
The epitome of Hindu and Buddhist cultural civilizational links between India and Cambodia
is the ‘Eight-armed Vishnu idol with Buddha’s head’ at Angkor Wat. It is worshipped by
Cambodians and many other who visit the temple. Moreover, the sculptures and intricate
carvings on the walls of the gigantic temple complex are stories from Ramayana and
Mahabharata. These carvings representing Hindu influence are alongside innumerable and
variety of ‘apsaras’ carvings with headdresses and poses expressing the native Cambodian
aspect (The Hindu,2018)
Cambodia-India’s history is entangled in its culture both which was and which remains. The
synergies between Hindu and Buddhist faiths imply the synergies between the people of these
faiths. According to UNESCO Angkor Wat is the most important archeological sites in
southeast Asia. It is a major site exemplifying cultural, religious and symbolic values as well
as containing high architectural and artistic significance. Further stating that, Khmer
architecture evolved largely from Indian-subcontinent, from which it became clearly distinct
(UNESCO World Heritage List-Angkor). Thus, evidencing the non-violent form of cultural
transmission between India and Cambodia.
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ACT EAST POLICY AND CAMBODIA
ASEAN (Association of South-East Asian Nations), although geographically closer, had never
been a significant part of India’s foreign policy before 1991. In fact, ASEAN countries had
tried to involved India, inviting it to be a member of the ASEAN grouping in 1960s. India was
the only non-southeast Asian country invited to be a member of ASEAN. But India declined
(Singh,2014). An overriding reason was NAM (Non-Alignment). According to former
Ambassador Sajjanhar (2018), there was a general pro-western orientation of the original five
members of ASEAN, which compelled India to distance itself from ASEAN due to its NAM
policy.
Secondly, India was going through a turmoil in its domestic politics during the decade of 1960s.
It had fought war with its immediate neighbours, China (1962) and Pakistan (1965), it had lost
first two of its PMs, Nehru (1964) and Shastri (1966). Thirdly, ASEAN was not a strong
organization until late 1970s, therefore, India did not feel the need to build closer ties. But end
of cold war, economic liberalization and rising ASEAN power culminated into Look East
Policy, marking a shift in India’s foreign policy from west to east. It became a full dialogue
partner of ASEAN in 1996, participated in ASEAN summit partnership in 2002 and since then
there are annual India-ASEAN summits. Thus India-ASEAN relations is often viewed as being
a ‘missed opportunity’. Simply put, a relation that was meant to be established long ago.
Act East Policy adopted in 2014 suffice this ‘long ago’ relations by including culture/faith.
It is a diplomatic initiative, that can be interpreted as Look East Policy 2.0. Revival of cultural
relations is a vital addition, while engaging with southeast Asia through Act East Policy. This
is because cultural relations between India and southeast have existed for centuries. ASEANIndia adopted the Action Plan (2016-2020:13), which included civilization and connectivity
as vital agendas for socio-cultural cooperation. Civilization and connectivity can be
interpreted as the traditional links revived through modern means. The current government
under Act East Policy have emphasized on Hindu and Buddhist civilizational links
to revive and increase relations between India and its eastern neighbours (Sajjanhar,2018).
These two faiths have cultural and historic links between India and southeast Asia. Thus, Act
East Policy is the political pronunciation of the cultural ties between India and other Asian
countries especially southeast Asia.
In 2018, to commemorate the 25 years of ASEAN-India relations, Ramayana Festival was held
by (ICCR) Indian Council of Cultural Relations (MEA, ASEAN-India relations,2018). This
signifies the importance of Ramayana not just in India but also other ASEAN member countries
including Cambodia, since they agreed to collaborate in the cultural performances. Cultural
performances contribute to preserving of heritage, and in this case, Ramayana performance of
diverse ASEAN countries is a sign of their preserved culture. There were performances by
artists/cultural groups from different ASEAN countries (ICHCAP,2018) performing their
version of Ramayana, collaborating with other versions from other countries. This symbolised
the synergies between different versions of Ramayana, and hence different cultures of ASEAN,
united through Ramayana, boosting India’s cultural legacy.
According to PM Modi, Ramayana festival to be a prelude for ASEAN summit is fitting (DD
News,2018). In other words, Ramayana festival as a precursor, for India-ASEAN summit is an
apt way of commemorating the 25 years of ASEAN-India relations. Thus, signifying that the
relations between ASEAN countries and India have been cultural before they became political.
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Moreover, to showcase those cultural linkages, they chose Ramayana theme for displaying the
(Hindu)cultural links between India-ASEAN.
On the 26th January, the day after the Summit, India celebrated its 69th Republic day. Inviting
chief guests at the Republic day parade have categorically been the heads of state with whom
India wants to build greater relation (The Indian Express,2020). This is a legacy since the first
chief guest was invited. Indonesia was an important country for forwarding NAM policy in
southeast Asia, therefore, President Sukarno was the first Republic Day chief guest in 1950
(Sajjanhar,2018). Similarly, inviting ASEAN member’s heads of state, at this
juncture symbolizes the importance India is placing on ASEAN countries and ASEAN as an
organisation.

Picture 6: Mohd Zakir 2018, Army personnel carrying the ASEAN countries national flags for
the
Republic
Day
parade,
viewed
31
August
2020,
https://images.app.goo.gl/XwD3W5GeDFDVbkrF6
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DIASPORA
The first Indian diaspora (even before the word was to become what it means today) arrived in
Cambodia in early 9th century and their height of glory were between 12th- 14th century. The
first modern Indian diaspora in Cambodia arrived in the 1960s and 1970s (India-Cambodia
Bilateral Relations, 2020). Most of them were from the southern part of the country particularly
Tamil Nadu. They worked as jewelers and money lenders and also as traders in Phnom Penh
(Brief on Indian Diaspora in Cambodia, Embassy of India, Phnom Pehn). During the Khmer
Rouge (1975- 1979), Indians returned only to go back after the regime was defeated. In fact,
India was the first country to develop its relations with Cambodia post Khmer Rouge’s defeat
(The Diplomat,2018). Currently a small Indian population lives in Cambodia, yet are an
important close-knit group that have integrated with the locals. In 1993 the non-profit Indian
Community Development and Social Association called the Indian Association Cambodia
(IAC) was formed. They are the Indian contact in Cambodia.
The Angkor Tamil Sangam a group of ethnic Tamilians have strong ties with their ancestors
and culture from Tamil Nadu. During the interview of the vice President of the organization,
Mr. Rameshwaran in March 2020, he clearly stated that cultural exchange and revival of Tamil
connect is the objective of the Sangam. He mentions how many Buddhist monks use Sanskrit
in their prayers in Cambodia and finds commonality between the praying patterns between
India and Cambodia. An indirect impact of Tamil culture in Cambodia is many Cambodians
turning vegetarians. The Sangam also held Tamil poet association events in the past and
promote Bharatnatyam in Cambodia (Aasai TV,2020).
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Picture 7: Global Naatya Festival showcasing Indian influence on Cambodia. Centre for Soft
Power. Available at: https://www.softpowermag.com/global-naatya-festival-to-showcaseindian-influence-on-cambodia/
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ECONOMIC RELATIONS
India-Cambodia’s economic relations have been stable. On one hand this ensures continuous
flow of goods and services between countries but on the other hand, it also represents no
substantial growth in their economic relations. According to the official report by Embassy of
India in Phnom Penh, the economic interaction between India and Cambodia is limited. Yet
the trade investment figures have changed positively in recent years. India exported US $
178.24 million worth of goods to Cambodia, showing 48.19 percent increasing in 2018 while
imports valued at US $ 48.45 million, increasing by 0.90 percent in the same year. Total trade
reached US $ 226.69 million in 2018, increased 34.69 percent as compared to 2017 (IndiaCambodia Bilateral Trade and Investment Relations-Embassy of India, Phnom Penh).
Cambodia is part of CLMV (Cambodia Laos Myanmar Vietnam) countries. Currently India is
the largest trade partner of CLMV nations in South Asia. In 2018, to promote business
relations, Suresh Prabhu, Minister of Commerce & Industry and Civil Aviation visited
Cambodia to be part of the India-CLMV Business Conclave. PM H. E. Hun Sen and Minister
of Commerce, H.E. Pan Sorasak and Mr. Prabhu had a bilateral meeting dealing with
improving trade and connectivity (India-Cambodia Bilateral Trade and Investment RelationsEmbassy of India, Phnom Penh). India-Cambodian economic relations are also facilitated by
the Mekong-Ganga Cooperation and the ASEAN-India Free Trade Agreement.

Picture 8: Embassy of India. ‘India Cambodia Bilateral Trade and Investment Relations’.
Available at: https://embindpp.gov.in/pages?id=xboja&subid=Qe1Ra
As seen through the bar graph India-Cambodia’s trade relations- In 2016, the overall growth
went down although the total trade between the two have been fairly good. While in 2017 and
2018 both growth and total trade have risen. Indian exports have been dominated by
pharmaceuticals, yarn, leather and some engineering items. Cambodian exports are mostly
primary products. In 2017, there has been approximately 10% overall growth whereas in 2018
there has been growth of approximately 35%. The increase of Indian exports in 2017 & 2018
is largely derived from exports of motor vehicle, drug formulation, biological products, fabrics,
finished leather etc.
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INVESTMENT
India is one of the top ten foreign investors in Cambodia. But China remains higher in
investment in Cambodia. In 2016, India invested $19.8 million in Cambodia; while China
invested $3.6 billion the same year. India’s investments in Cambodia are concentrated on
agriculture, energy, machinery, construction, and mining. Cambodia-India trade reached
$249.92 million in 2019, with Cambodia’s exports to India as $82.09 million and its imports
from India $167.83 million. In addition, there was a 10.6 percent increase from the previous
year in the number of Indian tourists visiting Cambodia. For Cambodia India can become an
alternative to China with regards to economic relations (The Diplomat,2020).
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a major reason for reviving ties between India-Cambodia through culture is due
to the traditional and historic relations which were based on cultural exchange and trade. These
relations were without any ‘political strings’ attached and hence welcomed. While reviving the
cultural relations between India and Cambodia, India is building on this narrative. The Khmer
civilization is an integration of cultures. Their rulers incorporated, rather than rejected, the
indigenous population’s culture. They merged the indigenous religions of the Naga tribes with
the Indian religions - incorporating both the artistry of the tribal traditions with the civilizing
influence of Indian culture.
India’s culture was transmitted through mutual exchanges and trade unlike western
colonisation, which enforced their culture upon another land by conquering/colonising. There
is not a single evidence of colonisation/violence by India in southeast Asia (Sengupta,2017)
because that was never India’s intention, and it continues to remain the same. Thus IndiaCambodia’s relations can be built on its previous experience, implying it to be the right next
step or a continuation of the historical ties, which India had with Cambodia before the
European colonization arrived at its shores.
Thus, India Cambodia relations were established unknowingly; and as they became nationstate they choose to remain in close contact. As a result, it was history and geography that India
Cambodia made its first contact but as nation-states today choose to consciously make an effort
to build on their cultural relations formed ages ago.
History and geography led to the origin of the relationship between India and Cambodia, and
the cultural and historical bond formed through the origin shall lead to a relationship that
powers economic growth for Cambodia and cultural preservation of India.
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ANNEXURE A
This Annexure explains some of the reliefs on various galleries in the structure of Angkor Wat,
focusing on those reliefs that are critical to India’s culture and needs to be restored with the
right context of Indian culture and heritage.
The purpose of this annexure is to show the deep relationship between Indian culture and the
culture of Cambodia, while also establishing the importance of preserving the power of this
relationship, in order to ensure economic growth of Cambodia (as tourism and related
industries play an important role in its current economy and its ability to attract foreign
investments and foreign exports will play an important role in its future growth) and
preservation of India’s significance in driving cultures across the world (as India’s cultural
footprint is spread across different parts of the world and it needs to ensure the same is
preserved forever to maintain the deep connect it has with countries that are culturally its
closest friends).
Let us talk about one section of the vast Angkor Wat and understand them in detail to know
only one aspect of the deep connect between the two nations.
Galleries run between the towers and as far as two further entrances on either side of the gopura
often referred to as “elephant gates”, as they are large enough to admit those animals. These
galleries have square pillars on the outer (west) side and a closed wall on the inner (east) side.
The ceiling between the pillars is decorated with lotus rosettes; the west face of the wall with
dancing figures; and the east face of the wall with balustered windows, dancing male figures
on prancing animals, and devatas, including (south of the entrance) the only one in the temple
to be showing her teeth.
The outer wall encloses a space of 820,000 square metres (203 acres), which besides the temple
was originally occupied by the city and, to the north of the temple, the royal palace. Like all
secular buildings of Angkor, these were built of perishable materials rather than of stone, so
nothing remains of them except the outlines of some of the streets. Most of the area is now
covered by forest. A 350 m (1,150 ft) causeway connects the western gopura to the temple
proper, with Naga balustrades and six sets of steps leading down to the city on either side. Each
side also features a library with entrances at each cardinal point, in front of the third set of stairs
from the entrance, and a pond between the library and the temple itself. The ponds are later
additions to the design, as is the cruciform terrace guarded by lions connecting the causeway
to the central structure.
The temple stands on a terrace raised higher than the city. It is made of three rectangular
galleries rising to a central tower, each level higher than the last. Historian Mannikka, interprets
these galleries as being dedicated to the king, Brahma, the moon, and Vishnu. Each gallery has
a gopura at each of the points, and the two inner galleries each have towers at their corners,
forming a quincunx with the central tower. Because the temple faces west, the features are all
set back towards the east, leaving more space to be filled in each enclosure and gallery on the
west side; for the same reason the west-facing steps are shallower than those on the other sides.
The outer gallery measures 187 m (614 ft) by 215 m (705 ft), with pavilions rather than towers
at the corners. The gallery is open to the outside of the temple, with columned half-galleries
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extending and buttressing the structure. Connecting the outer gallery to the second enclosure
on the west side is a cruciform cloister called Preah Poan (the “Hall of a Thousand Gods”).
Buddha images were left in the cloister by pilgrims over the centuries, although most have now
been removed. This area has many inscriptions relating the good deeds of pilgrims, most
written in Khmer but others in Burmese and Japanese. The four small courtyards marked out
by the cloister may originally have been filled with water. North and south of the cloister are
libraries.
Beyond, the second and inner galleries are connected to each other and to two flanking libraries
by another cruciform terrace, again a later addition. From the second level upwards, devatas
abound on the walls, singly or in groups of up to four. The second-level enclosure is 100 m
(330 ft) by 115 m (377 ft), and may originally have been flooded to represent the ocean around
Mount Meru. Three sets of steps on each side lead up to the corner towers and gopuras of the
inner gallery. The very steep stairways represent the difficulty of ascending to the kingdom of
the gods. This inner gallery, called the Bakan, is a 60 m (200 ft) square with axial galleries
connecting each gopura with the central shrine, and subsidiary shrines located below the corner
towers. The roofings of the galleries are decorated with the motif of the body of a snake ending
in the heads of lions or garudas. Carved lintels and pediments decorate the entrances to the
galleries and to the shrines. The tower above the central shrine rises 43 m (141 ft) to a height
of 65 m (213 ft) above the ground; unlike those of previous temple mountains, the central tower
is raised above the surrounding four. The shrine itself, originally occupied by a statue of Vishnu
and open on each side, was walled in when the temple was converted to Theravada Buddhism,
the new walls featuring standing Buddhas. In 1934, the conservator George Trouvé excavated
the pit beneath the central shrine: filled with sand and water it had already been robbed of its
treasure, but he did find a sacred foundation deposit of gold leaf two metres above ground level.
Integrated with the architecture of the building, and one of the causes for its fame is Angkor
Wat’s extensive decoration, which predominantly takes the form of bas-relief friezes. The inner
walls of the outer gallery bear a series of large-scale scenes mainly depicting episodes from the
Hindu epics the Ramayana and the Mahabharata. Higham has called these, “the greatest known
linear arrangement of stone carving”. From the north-west corner anti-clockwise, the western
gallery shows the Battle of Lanka (from the Ramayana, in which Rama defeats Ravana) and
the Battle of Kurukshetra (from the Mahabharata, showing the mutual annihilation of the
Kaurava and Pandava clans). On the southern gallery follow the only historical scene, a
procession of Suryavarman II, then the 32 hells and 37 heavens of Hinduism.
On the eastern gallery is one of the most celebrated scenes, the Churning of the Sea of Milk,
showing 92 asuras and 88 devas using the serpent Vasuki to churn the sea under Vishnu’s
direction (Mannikka counts only 91 asuras, and explains the asymmetrical numbers as
representing the number of days from the winter solstice to the spring equinox, and from the
equinox to the summer solstice). It is followed by Vishnu defeating asuras (a 16th-century
addition). The northern gallery shows Krishna’s victory over Bana (where according to Glaize,
“The workmanship is at its worst”).
WEST GALLERY - BATTLE OF KURUKSHETRA
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Carved relief of battle of Kurukshetra, with Kauravas fighting Pandavas, west gallery Angkor
Wat temple built 1113-52 AD by Suryavarman II, Hindu, (Vishnu), Cambodia

This battle scene is the main subject of the Hindu epic Mahabharata. It recalls the historic was
wars in Kurukshetra, a province in India, and depicts the last battle between rival enemies who
are cousins. The armies of the Kauravas and the Pandavas march from opposite ends towards
the center of the panel where they meet in combat. Headpieces differentiate the warriors of the
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two armies. The scene begins with infantry marching into battle and musicians playing a
rhythmic cadence. The battlefield is the scene of hand-to-hand combat and many dead soldiers.
Chief officers and generals (represented on a larger scale) oversee the battle in chariots and on
elephants and horses. The scene builds up gradually and climaxes in a melée. Bisma (near the
beginning of the pane), one of the heroes of the Mahabharata and commander of the Kauravas,
pierced with arrow, is dying and his men surround him. Arjuna (holding a shield decorated
with the face of the demon rahu) shoots an arrow at Krishna, his half-brother, and kills him.
After death, Krishna (four arms) becomes the charioteer of Arjuna.
EAST
A- Left, Water festival; two ships (superimposed) with Apsaras, chess players (top ship)
B- Center; above the door: A god receiving offerings.
SOUTH
C- Left, top to bottom. A fight between Vali and Sugriva, the monkey king; Rama shoots Vali
with an arrow who lies in the arms of his wife (three-pointed headdress); monkeys mourn his
death
D- Center, above the door: Murder of a demon; Krishna extinguishes a fire west.
E- Left: Shiva sits with his wife Paravati on Mount Kailasa
F- Center, above the door: Krishna uproots trees with a stone he is tied to.
G- Right: Ravana, disguised as a chameleon, presents himself at the palace of Indra.
NORTH
H- Left: The Churning of the Ocean of Milk.
I - Center, above the door: Rama kills Marica, who, disguised as a golden stag, helped in the
abduction of Sita.
J- Right: Krishna lifts Mount Govardhana to shelter their shepherds and their herds from the
storm ignited by the anger of Indra.
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SOUTH (HISTORICAL) GALLERY - ARMY OF KING SORYAVAMAN II

The army of King Suryavarman II bas relief on the south gallery, west wing at Angkor Wat
temple, Cambodia
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This gallery depicts a splendid triumphal procession from a battle between the Khmers and
their enemies. The relief's show methods used in warfare, mainly hand-to-hand combat, as they
no machinery and no knowledge of firearms.
The naturalistic depiction of trees and animals in the background of this panel is unusual. The
central figure of this gallery is King Suryavarman II, the builder of Angkor Wat, who appears
twice. An inscription on the panel identifies him by his posthumous name, suggesting it may
have been done after his death. The rectangular holes randomly cut in this gallery may have
contained precious objects of the temple. On the upper tier the king (seated with traces of gilt
on his body) holds an audience on a mountain. Below of the place walk down a mountain in
the forest.
The army gathers for inspection and the commander mounted on elephants join their troops
who are marching towards the enemy. The commander's rank is identified by a small
inscription near the figure. King Suryavarman II stands on an elephant (conical headdress,
sword with the blade across his shoulder) and servants around him hold 15 ceremonial
umbrellas. Vishnu stands on a Garuda on a Garuda on a flagpole in front of the king's elephant.
The lively and loud procession of the Sacred Fire (carried in an arc) follows with standard
bearers, musicians and jesters. Brahmans chant to the accompaniment of cymbals. The royal
sacrifice in a palanquin.
Towards the end of the panel: The military procession resumes with a troop of Thai soldiers
(pleated skirts with floral pattern; belts with long pendants; plaited hair; headdresses with
plumes; short moustaches) led by their commander who is mounted on an elephant. The Thai
troops were probably either mercenaries of a contingent from the province of Louvo (today
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called Lopburi) conscripted to the Khmer army. A number of the Khmer warriors’ wear helmets
with horns of animal heads (deer, horse, bird) and some of their shields are embellished with
monsters for the same purpose.
JUDGMENT BY YAMA; HEAVEN AND HELL

Carved relief of judgement of Yama who sits with multiple arms on buffalo and points to road
leading to heaven and hell, Angkor Wat temple, Cambodia
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The gallery of heaven and hell, the judgment of Yama. At the bottom is hell, at the top in
paradise are important people in palanquins with fans.
Three tiers recount the judgment of mankind by Yama and two tiers depict Heaven and Hell.
Inscriptions have identified 37 heavens where one sees leisurely pursuits in palaces and 32
hells with scenes of punishment and suffering. Draperies and Apsaras separate the two and a
row of Garudas borders the tier in the bottom. The roof was destroyed by lightning in 1947 and
subsequently the ceiling of this gallery was restored by the French. Traces of gilt can be on
riders on horses at the beginning of the panel. The lower section of the panel was badly
damaged and liter filled with cement.
Lower tier: Yama, the Supreme Judge (multiple arms, wields a staff and rides a buffalo), points
out to his scribes the upper road representing heaven and the lower one of hell. Departed spirits
a wait judgment. Assistants to Yama shove the wicked through a trap door to the lower regions
where torturers deliver punishments such as sawing a body in half for those who overeat.
Lawbreakers have their bones broken. Some of the punished wear iron shackles or have nails
pierced through their heads. Upper tier: A celestial palace is supported by a frieze of Garudas
with Apsaras in the skies.
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EAST GALLERY - CHURNING OF THE OCEAN OF MILK
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This is the most famous panel of bas-reliefs at Angkor Wat and derives from the Indian epic
Bagavata-Pourana. The Ocean of Milk is churned by gods and demons to generate Amrta, the
elixir of life. the purpose of the churning is to recover lost treasures such as the sourer of
immortality, Laksmi the goddess of good fortune, the milk white elephant of Indra, and the
nymph of loveliness. The retrieval of these objects symbolizes prosperity. It takes place during
the second ascent of Vishnu, when he is incarnated as a tortoise.
The scene is decided into three tiers. The lower tier comprises various aquatic animals, real and
mythical, and is bordered by a serpent. The middle tier has, on one side, a row of 92 demons
(round bulging eyes, crested helmets) and, on the other side, a row of 88 gods (almond-shaped
eyes, conical headdresses). They work together by holding and churning the serpent. Hanuman,
the monkey god, assists. Vishnu, in his reincarnation as a tortoise, offers the back of his shell
as a base for the mountain Mandara, and as a pivot for the churning. He sits on the bottom of
the Ocean. A huge cord in the form of the body of the serpent Vasuki acts as a stirring
instrument to churn the sea.
To begin the motion the gods and demons twist the serpent's body; the demons hold the head
and the gods hold the tail of the serpent. Then by pulling it rhythmically back and for th they
cause the pivot to rotate and churn the water.
The gods and demons are directed by three persons (identified by their larger size). Indra is on
top of Vishnu. On the extreme right Hanuman, ally of the gods, tickles the serpent. Upper tier:
During the churning various female spirits emerge. Vishnu appears in this scene again in yet
another reincarnation-as a human being-to preside over the "churning "which, according to
legend, lasted more than 1,000 years.
Numerous other beings are depicted such as the three-headed elephant mount of Indra, Apsaras
and Lakshmi, the goddess of beauty. They churning provoke the serpent to vomit the mortal
venom, which covers the waves. Afraid the venom may destroy the gods and demons, Brahma
intervenes and requests Siva to devour and drink the venom, which will leave an indelible trace
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on Siva's throat. He complies and, as a result, the Amtrak pours forth. The demon rush to
capture all the liquid. Vishnu hurries to the rescue and assumes yet another reincarnation in the
form of Maya, a bewitching beauty, and is able to restore much of the coveted liquid.
INSCRIPTION
Just past the middle of the East Gallery there is an interesting inscription of the early eighteenth
century when Angkor Wat was a Buddhist monastery. It tells of a provincial governor who
built a small tomb where he deposited the bones of his wife and children. The structure is in
poor condition but recognizable in its original location, directly in front of the inscription in
the gallery.
VICTORY OF VISHNU OVER THE DEMONS The bas-reliefs in this section of the Wast
Gallery and the south part of the North Gallery were probably completed at a later date, perhaps
the fifteenth or sixteenth century. The stiffness of the figures and the cursory workmanship
reveal this change. An army of demons’ marches towards the centre of the panel.
Centre: Vishnu (four arms) sits on the shoulders of a Garuda.
A scene of carnage follows. Vishnu slaughters the enemies on both sides and disperses the
bodies. The leaders of the demons (mounted on animals or riding or riding in chariots drawn
by monsters) are surrounded by marching soldiers. Another group of warriors (bows and
arrows) with their chiefs (in chariest of mounted on huge peacocks) follows.
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NORTH GALLERY
VICTORY OF KRISHNA OVER BANA THE DEMON KING

At the beginning of the panel Vishnu in his incarnation as Krishna (framed by two heroes) sits
on the shoulders of a Gruda. Agni, the god of Fire (multiple arms), sits on a rhinoceros behind
him. This scene appears several times. A wall surrounding the city is on fire and prevents the
advance of Krishna (mounted of a Garuda) and his army of gods. This Krishna scene also
appears several times in the panel. The Garuda extinguishes the fire with water from the sacred
river Ganges. The demon Bana (multiple arms, mounted on a rhinoceros) approaches from the
opposite direction. Extreme right: Krishna (1,000 heads, hands across his chest) kneels in front
of Siva who sits enthroned on Mount Kailasa with his wife Parvati and their son Ganesh (head
of an elephant) as they demand that Siva spare the life of Bana.
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BATTLE BETWEEN THE GODS AND THE DEMONS
A procession of 21 gods of the Brahmanic pantheon march in procession carrying classic
attributes and riding traditional mounts. One-god battles against a demon while warriors on
both sides battle in the background. A series of adversaries follow, the Kubera, God of riches
(with bow and arrow), Appears on the shoulders of a Yaksa; followed by Skanda, Goe of war
(multiple heads and arms), mounded on a peacock; Indra stands on his mount the elephant;
Vishnu (four arms) sits on his mount, a Guard; a demon (tiered heads) shaking swords; Yama,
God of Death and. Justice (sword and shield), stands in a chariot pulled by horses; and Varian,
God of the Water, stands on a five-headed serpent harnessed like a beast of burden.
NORTH
A- Right: The women's quarters of a palace.
B- Centre, above the door: An attempt to abduct site in the forest.
C- Left, badly damaged: A scene from the Ramayana.
Above: Tiers of monkeys and a pyre
WEST
D- Right: Rama in his chariot (drawn by geese) returns victorious to Ayodhya
E- Centre, above the door: Rama and Laksmana surrounded by monkeys.
F- Left: A conversation between Sita and Hanuman in the forest; Hanuman gives Rama’s ring
to Sota.
SOUTH
G- Right Visni (seated, four arms) surrounded by Apsaras.
H- Center, above the door: Rama and Laksmana battle a monster (headless, face on stomach)
I- Left: Rama wins an archery competition; Rama and Sita sitting together.
EAST
J- Right: Vishnu (four arms) on a Garuda; Krishna (mounted on a Garuda) bring back Mount
Maniparvata which he took from a demon he killed; his army carries the remains of the demon.
K- Centre, above the door: Discussions on an alliance.
Left: Rama and his brother Laksmana.
Right: Suryva, the monkey king L- Left: Vishnu reclines on the serpent Anent.
Below: A group of nine gods with their mounts
(1) Surya in a chariot pulled by horses
(2) Kubera standing on the shoulders of a Yaksa
(3) Brahma riding a goose
(4) Skanda on a peacock
(5) An unidentified god on a horse
(6) Indra on a three-headed elephant
(7) Yama riding a buffalo
(8) Siva on a bull
(9) An unidentified god on a lion
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WEST GALLERY - BATTLE OF LANKA

The Battle of Lanka, bas relief on the West gallery north wing at Angkor Wat temple, Cambodia
This scene from the Ramayana is a long and fierce struggle between Rama and the demon king
Ravana (10 heads and 20 arms), near the centre. It is among the finest of the bas-reliefs at
Angkor Wat. The battle takes place in Lanka (Sri Lanka) and ends with the defeat of Ravana,
captor of Sita, the beautiful wife of Rama. The central figures are the monkey warriors who
fight against the rakshasas on Rama's side.
The brutality of war is juxtaposed with a graceful rendition of lithesome monkeys. Past the
centre: Rama stands on the shoulders of Sugriva surrounded by arrows; Lakshmana, his
brother, and an old demon, stand by Rama. Nearby, the demon king Ravana (10 heads and 20
arms) rides in a chariot drawn by mythical lions.
Further on, Nala, the monkey who built Rama's bridge to Lanka, is between them leaning on
the heads of two lions. He throws the body of one he has just beaten over his shoulder. A
monkey prince tears out the tusk of an elephant, which is capped with a three-pointed headdress
and throws him and the demon to the ground.
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